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MAPS



WHAT IS HIGHMAPS?
Highchairs is an API, which stands for 
application programming interface. An API 
is a set of routines, protocols, and tools for 
building software and applications. 

A good API makes it easier to develop a 
program by providing all the building 
blocks, which are then put together by the 
programmer. Facebook, Google Maps and 
YouTube are examples of APIs, which 
allow you to embed content into your own 
page, often with a few lines of code.



Highcharts is a charting library written 
in pure JavaScript, offering an easy 
way of adding interactive charts to 
your web site or web application.  

Highcharts currently supports line, 
spline, area, areaspline, column, bar, 
pie, scatter, angular gauges, arearange, 
areasplinerange, columnrange, bubble, 
box plot, error bars, funnel, waterfall 
and polar chart types.

WHAT IS HIGHCHARTS?



LOADING THE NECESSARY JAVASCRIPT FILES
Highcharts requires two 
Javascript files to run: 
highcharts.js and jQuery. 

We will be learning more 
about jQuery — a powerful 
Javascript library — after 
the break, but for now, 
keep in mind that it is 
needed by Highcharts and 
it needs to precede the 
highcharts.js link in your 
<head> tag.



LOADING THE NECESSARY JAVASCRIPT FILES
You can download the latest Highcharts code from

http://www.highcharts.com/download

To download jQuery, go to

http://jquery.com/download/

(You can also find this link on our syllabus site. Use v2 for our class.)

http://www.highcharts.com/download
http://jquery.com/download/


LOADING THE NECESSARY JAVASCRIPT FILES
After you have 
downloaded each 
Javascript file, add it to 
your js folder in your 
website folder.



LOADING THE NECESSARY JAVASCRIPT FILES
Then, add links to these files in your <head> tag 
of the HTML page where you want to use 
Highcharts. Two things to remember: 

1. Put your Javascript script tags after your CSS 
stylesheets. 

2. Make sure jQuery precedes the Highcharts!

 <script src="js/jquery-2.1.4.min.js"></script> 
 <script src="js/highcharts.js"></script>



FIRST CHART
Your HTML document 
should have a div where 
you want the chart to 
appear. Give it an ID, and 
set up its width and 
height as part of a style 
attribute.

<div id="delegates" style="width:
100%; height:450px;"></div>



FIRST CHART
Your HTML document 
also needs to call in the 
chart you will be making. 
Add this script tag to the 
bottom of your page, just 
before the closing body 
tag. (It can actually 
appear anywhere, but 
this is conventional.) 

Now, create an empty 
text document called 
“delegates.js” inside 
your JS folder.

<div id="delegates" style="width:
100%; height:450px;"></div>

<script src="js/delegates.js"></script>



FIRST CHART
Begin by using the 
jQuery "$" identifier to 
instantiate the chart. 
This is a built-in jQuery 
function, and is 
shorthand for launching 
the chart when the page 
loads (or in other words, 
when the document is 
ready.

$();

is the same as  
$(document).ready();



FIRST CHART
Of course, you want this 
Javascript to actually do 
something, so you need 
to create a function that 
will rune once the page 
has loaded. Add the 
function, and a set of 
curly braces to contain 
your programming.

$(function() { 

});



FIRST CHART
Next, you will add the 
construct method for the 
chart. Inside the 
parentheses after the 
identifier, you will add, as 
a string value, the chart’s 
id, based on your HTML 
page.

$(function() { 
 $('#delegates').highcharts({ 
 }); 
});



FIRST CHART
There are a number of 
parts, or “concepts,” to 
Highcharts charts that 
you next need to 
establish through the 
code. The first is to 
create the chart itself, 
then to identify the title, 
axes and data, which is 
compiled within the 
“series” array.

$(function () { 
 $('#delegates').highcharts({ 
  chart: {}, 
  title: {}, 
  xAxis: {}, 
  yAxis: {}, 
  series: [] 
 }); 
});



FIRST CHART
First, you declare the 
chart type inside the 
block for "chart." If this is 
the only line in your code 
block for "chart," you 
won't need a comma at 
the end, but if you have 
more than one line, use a 
comma at the end.

$(function () { 
 $('#delegates').highcharts({ 
  chart: { 
     type: 'bar' 
    },   
  title: {}, 
  xAxis: {}, 
  yAxis: {}, 
  series: [] 
 }); 
});



FIRST CHART
Second, add the title 
text. This is a string 
value set to the "text" 
object within the title 
object.

$(function () { 
 $('#delegates').highcharts({ 
  chart: { 
     type: 'bar' 
    },   
  title: { 
    text: 'GOP delegate count' 
  }, 
  xAxis: {}, 
  yAxis: {}, 
  series: [] 
 }); 
});



FIRST CHART
The X axis is where you 
add the categories for 
your bar chart. These are 
expressed as an array — 
a series of string values, 
in order, separated by 
commas.

$(function () { 
 $('#delegates').highcharts({ 
  chart: { 
     type: 'bar' 
    },   
  title: { 
    text: 'GOP delegate count' 
  }, 
  xAxis: { 
    categories: ['Trump', 'Cruz', 'R] 
  }, 
  yAxis: {}, 
  series: [] 
 }); 
});



FIRST CHART
The Y axis on a bar chart 
displays horizontally 
(vertically for a column chart). 
You can control whether the 
axis title displays or not using 
options, but it is on by default; 
if you leave out the Y axis, it 
still titles the axis with the 
word “Values.” We will add a 
line of text explaining what 
the numbers in the chart are.

$(function () { 
 $('#delegates').highcharts({ 
  chart: { 
     type: 'bar' 
    },   
  title: { 
    text: 'GOP delegate count' 
  }, 
  xAxis: { 
    categories: ['Trump', 'Cruz', 'R] 
  }, 
  yAxis: { 
    title: { 
      text: 'Through Monday' 
    } 
  }, 
  series: [] 
 }); 
});



FIRST CHART
Finally — at least in terms of 
creating our first chart — we 
have the series object. This is 
where all the data for the 
chart lives. It is placed within 
an array — that is, within a set 
of square brackets, similar to 
how we constructed the 
categories. The order is 
important: the numbers will 
pair to the strings in the 
categories array in the Xaxis 
object.

 $('#delegates').highcharts({ 
  chart: { 
     type: 'bar' 
    },   
  title: { 
    text: 'GOP delegate count' 
  }, 
  xAxis: { 
    categories: ['Trump', 'Cruz', 'R] 
  }, 
  yAxis: { 
    title: { 
      text: 'Through Monday' 
    } 
  }, 
  series: [] 
 }); 
});



FIRST CHART
The series includes another 
array: the data itself, based 
on the data object. This 
must be contained within a 
set of curly braces. There 
also is a name value in the 
basic construction. This 
will, by default, appear as 
text within the tooltip, 
which the user will see 
when hovering over the bar 
itself.

    },   
  title: { 
    text: 'GOP delegate count' 
  }, 
  xAxis: { 
    categories: ['Trump', 'Cruz', 'R] 
  }, 
  yAxis: { 
    title: { 
      text: 'Through Monday' 
    } 
  }, 
  series: [{ 
    name: 'Delegates won', 
    data: [384, 300, 151, 37] 
  }] 
 }); 
});



FIRST CHART
Your first chart should be ready 
to go. Preview in the browser.

$(function () { 
 $('#delegates').highcharts({ 
  chart: { 

     type: 'bar' 
    },   
  title: { 

    text: 'GOP delegate count' 
  }, 

  xAxis: { 
    categories: ['Trump', 'Cruz', 'Rubio', 'Kasich'] 
  }, 
  yAxis: { 
    title: { 
      text: 'Through Monday' 
    } 
  }, 
  series: [{ 
    name: 'Delegates won', 
    data: [384, 300, 151, 37] 
  }] 
 }); 
});



SETTING OPTIONS
Naturally, we want to be 
able to extend our efforts 
beyond this. Highcharts 
offers many, many options 
for customizing your 
charts, similar to Google 
Charts.

$(function () { 
 $('#delegates').highcharts({ 
  chart: { 
     type: 'bar' 
    },   
  title: { 
    text: 'GOP delegate count' 
  }, 
  xAxis: { 
    categories: ['Trump', 'Cruz', 'R] 
  }, 
  yAxis: { 
    title: { 
      text: 'Through Monday' 



SETTING OPTIONS
You can set certain 
customizations globally, 
while others you will want 
to set more specifically. For 
example, we can change 
the typography of the entire 
chart from the default to 
the type you are using on 
your site. To do this, add a 
style object to the chart 
object, and within the curly 
braces, set the fontFamily 
(notice the camel case) to 
your font of choice.

$(function () { 
 $('#delegates').highcharts({ 
  chart: { 
     type: 'bar', 
     style: { 
    fontFamily: 'roboto' 
     } 
    },   
  title: { 
    text: 'GOP delegate count' 
  }, 
  xAxis: { 
    categories: ['Trump', 'Cruz', 'R] 
  }, 



SETTING OPTIONS
Within the chart object, you 
can also set values for the 
padding in the chart, using 
the "spacing" term, as well 
as its background color (in 
camelCase, of course). 
Note that these are outside 
the style object.

$(function () { 
 $('#delegates').highcharts({ 
  chart: { 
     type: 'bar', 
     style: { 
    fontFamily: 'roboto' 
     }, 
     spacing: 30, 
     backgroundColor: 'rgba(255,255,255,0.5) 
    },   
  title: { 
    text: 'GOP delegate count' 
  }, 
  xAxis: { 



SETTING OPTIONS
Try making the title text 
larger, bolder, and aligned to 
the left. The first two of 
these need the "style" 
object, but the last does 
not.

     spacing: '30', 
     backgroundColor: 'rgba(255,255,255,0.5) 
    },   
  title: { 
    text: 'GOP delegate count', 
    style: { 
      fontWeight: '900', 
      fontSize: '22px'   
    }, 
    align: 'left' 
  }, 
  xAxis: { 
    categories: ['Trump', 'Cruz', 'R] 
  }, 
  yAxis: { 
    title: { 
      text: 'Through Monday' 
    } 
  }, 
  series: [{ 
    name: 'Delegates won', 



SETTING OPTIONS
Optionally, you can add a 
subtitle beneath the title. It 
has the same construction 
as the title object, so copy 
and paste that chunk of 
your script and change the 
values.

     spacing: '30', 
     backgroundColor: 'rgba(255,255,255,0.5) 
    },   
  title: { 
    text: 'GOP delegate count', 
    style: { 
      fontWeight: '900', 
      fontSize: '22px'   
    }, 
    align: 'left' 
  }, 
  subtitle : { 
    text: 'Includes delegates awarded in Saturday’s Puerto 
Rico primary', 
    align: 'left', 
    style: { 
      fontStyle: 'italic' 
    } 
  }, 
  xAxis: { 
    categories: ['Trump', 'Cruz', 'R] 



SETTING OPTIONS
You can also choose to 
override certain defaults — 
for example, to not display 
certain lines of text in the 
graphic.  In our graphic, we 
don’t really need the legend, 
which appears in the bottom 
of the chart and only has one 
term. Is there any confusion 
as to what the chart is 
showing? No. So let’s set the 
legend object an enabled 
value of “false.”

$(function () { 
 $('#delegates').highcharts({ 
  legend: { 
     enabled: false 
  }, 
  chart: { 
     type: 'bar', 
     style: { 
    fontFamily: 'roboto' 
     }, 
     spacing: '30', 
     backgroundColor: 'rgba(255,255,255,0.5) 
    },   
  title: { 
    text: 'GOP delegate count', 
    style: { 



SETTING OPTIONS
Highchairs charts come with 
their own credit line, but we 
can suppress that the same 
way.

$(function () { 
 $('#delegates').highcharts({ 
  legend: { 
     enabled: false 
  }, 
  credits: { 
     enabled: false 
  }, 
  chart: { 
     type: 'bar', 
     style: { 
    fontFamily: 'roboto' 
     }, 
     spacing: '30', 
     backgroundColor: 'rgba(255,255,255,0.5) 
    },   



SETTING OPTIONS
Alternately, you can change 
the text so it is your credit, 
and not Highcharts. By 
default, the credit line link to 
highcharts.com, but you can 
change this, too.

$(function () { 
 $('#delegates').highcharts({ 
  legend: { 
     enabled: false 
  }, 
  credits: { 
     text: 'YourName / IDV460', 
     href: 'index.html' 
  }, 
  chart: { 
     type: 'bar', 
     style: { 
    fontFamily: 'roboto' 
     }, 
     spacing: '30', 
     backgroundColor: 'rgba(255,255,255,0.5) 

http://www.highcharts.com


SETTING OPTIONS
To change the color of the 
bars, you can add a "Color" 
rule to the series. If you 
were creating a chart based 
on multiple values, you 
would change each bar 
color within each of the 
values within the series 
object.

    style: { 
      fontStyle: 'italic' 
    } 
  }, 
  xAxis: { 
    categories: ['Trump', 'Cruz', 'R] 
  }, 
  yAxis: { 
    title: { 
      text: 'Through Monday' 
    } 
  }, 
  series: [{ 
    name: 'Delegates won', 
    data: [384, 300, 151, 37], 
    color: 'red' 
  }] 
 }); 
});



SETTING OPTIONS
You can also choose to 
label the bars themselves 
on the chart. If there is a 
compelling reason to not 
show them — like the bars 
are too small or too narrow 
— they should remain 
hidden, but in our chart, we 
can probably add them in. 
This means overriding the 
default value for the 
dataLabels object, which is 
to hide them (or enabled: 
'false'.

  }, 
  xAxis: { 
    categories: ['Trump', 'Cruz', 'R] 
  }, 
  yAxis: { 
    title: { 
      text: 'Through Monday' 
    } 
  }, 
  series: [{ 
    name: 'Delegates won', 
    data: [384, 300, 151, 37] 
    color: 'red', 
    dataLabels: { 
      enabled: 'true' 
    } 
  }] 
 }); 
});



SETTING OPTIONS
Modify the look of these 
labels with a few more lines 
of code within the 
dataLabels object. Change 
the color and position 
(default is black and left, 
respectively) to white and 
right, and add a slight shift 
in the x position so they are 
inside the bars.

  }, 
  xAxis: { 
    categories: ['Trump', 'Cruz', 'R] 
  }, 
  yAxis: { 
    title: { 
      text: 'Through Monday' 
    } 
  }, 
  series: [{ 
    name: 'Delegates won', 
    data: [384, 300, 151, 37] 
    color: 'red', 
    dataLabels: { 
      enabled: 'true', 
      color: 'white', 
      align: 'right', 
      x: -10 
    } 
  }] 


